Johnny and Ella were glad to see Harry at school. He had been home sick. Harry told Johnny that germs made him sick. Ella knew that germs are tiny living things. They are so small you have to use a microscope to see them. Johnny wanted to look for these germs at school. Luckily, Ella knew a way. She said they could use a microscope to look for clues. Ella, Johnny, and Harry were on The Case of the Invisible Invaders!

Help Ella, Johnny, and Harry investigate The Case of the Invisible Invaders.

What did you see when you looked with your eyes? 
Draw a picture below.

What did you see when you looked through a microscope? 
Draw a picture below.

Draw a picture of one of the germs you saw from a microscope.

Case Report: Every good investigator writes case reports. Case reports tell what you found. Write one thing you learned about germs.